BALLOON CARE
When you order your balloons, we always inflate and set up in advance – this gives us
ample time to detect any faults or imperfections that may happen. Upon collection, it
will be your responsibility to treat it with extreme care.
THE WEATHER
Balloons last longest in an air-conditioned room. As Brunei’s weather is on the hot side,
latex helium life shelf shortens depending on the size balloons and have a tendency to
burst. Cold air causes the helium to shrink, making the balloon appear to deflate,
although it still floats. Foil Balloons can sometimes may look a little deflated. The Bubble
Balloons are made of stretch plastic and are not affected by changing temperatures.
Therefore, kindly store the balloons at room temperature and avoid the sun to get the
best results.
OUTDOOR BALLOONS
For outdoor balloons installations, we highly recommend installing on a good and calm
day or a well-shaded area. Take note that a windy day may cause our balloon garlands
to shift its position, the hot sun can cause them to burst and the rain pushes the balloons
down.
LATEX BALLOONS
As much as we love balloons, we also prioritize the environment so we selected only
premium quality and biodegradable latex balloons, which will have a tendency to oxidize
over time. Do take note that it is normal that colored balloons will develop a matt
finishing and the diamond clear latex becomes cloudy after approximately 6 hours.
FLOAT TIME (HELIUM & AIR-FILLED BALLOONS)
🎈11"/12" Latex – approximate 8-10 hours
🎈18"/24" Latex – approximate 12-16 hours
🎈36" Latex – approximate 24-36 hours
🎈36" Confetti Latex – 24 hours but may cloud over after 12 hours.
🎈Foil balloons typically last from 3 to 5 days.
🎈Air-Filled Latex, foils and bubbles will last for weeks.
So, choose a design you love!
We are eco-conscious, so ensure our balloons are tied down
securely from escaping into the atmosphere. Please make an
effort to recycle your balloons once used. Appreciate your
support!

